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ABSTRACT

Sheet music, which contains precise instructions for per-
formers, remains a primary mechanism for communicating
musical ideas. While digital scans of sheet music (repre-
sented as images) and recordings of performances (repre-
sented as audio) are both abundant sources of musical data,
there remains a surprising paucity of aligned data, map-
pings between pixels in sheet music and the correspond-
ing timestamps in associated performances. While several
existing MIR datasets contain alignments between perfor-
mances and structured scores (formats like MIDI and Mu-
sicXML), no current resources align performances with
more commonplace raw-image sheet music, possibly due
to obstacles like expressive timing and repeat signs that
make alignment challenging and time-consuming even for
trained musicians. To overcome these obstacles, we devel-
oped an interactive system, MeSA , which leverages off-
the-shelf measure and beat detection software to aid musi-
cians in quickly producing measure-level alignments (ones
which map bounding boxes of measures in the sheet mu-
sic to timestamps in the performance audio). We verified
MeSA ’s functionality by using it to create a small proof-
of-concept dataset, MeSA-13 . 1

1 Introduction
Sheet music is a canonical format of music representation
that has enabled musicians to communicate musical ideas
for centuries. In recent years, old and new scores alike
are readily available as sheet music that can be purchased
online or downloaded for free using resources like the In-
ternational Music Score Library Project (IMSLP), which
in turn hosts over 680K sheet music scans as of Novem-
ber 2022 2 . Unlocking the information contained in sheet
music and understanding how sheets map to performances
is a nontrivial MIR task. Several released datasets [1–4]
and approaches [5–7] have been proposed with related

1 Preview: https://youtu.be/watch?v=WLVYJzgy7nU&
list=PL4DZweX7nGV6XEFAES1r8gBClBHxkFALK
Data: https://github.com/mfeffer/mesa-13

2 https://imslp.org
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goals. However, these datasets consist of structured scores,
such as MusicXML and MIDI, where underlying seman-
tic structure directly maps to musical content. In contrast,
sheet music in the form of images (e.g. PDF, PNG) only
contain pixels with no hints on how to aggregate them to
musical building blocks such as notes and phrases. As a
result, models trained on structured scores are incompati-
ble with sheet music. In addition, these existing datasets
and approaches are typically limited to solo piano mu-
sic (only [6] validates their approach with pieces of other
instrumentation)—as such, techniques derived from these
resources are unlikely to generalize to music performed by
different ensembles (e.g., organ, string quartet).

While previous work has produced datasets to link
(1) sheet music to structured scores for optimal music
recognition (OMR) [8–10] and (2) structured scores to au-
dio performances for transcription [11], to our knowledge,
no “end-to-end” dataset exists that links sheet music to per-
formances. A potential explanation for the lack of an end-
to-end dataset in light of repositories like IMSLP is the dif-
ficulty of aligning sheet music and performances. Namely,
we argue that a number of phenomena, including (but not
limited to) expressive timing and repeated sections, make
annotating slow and difficult, even for experts.

We first note there are a few different levels of granu-
larity at which one could endeavor to align sheet music to
performances. Simply pairing sheet music and audio files
to align at the piece level is arguably too coarse to be useful
for any application beyond recognition of specific pieces.
On the other hand, the most granular approach, note-level
alignment, would be the most useful, but we posit that pro-
ducing such alignments would be expensive. Aligning at
the line level can fail when both the score and correspond-
ing performance have repeat signs. We therefore advocate
for measure-level alignment, which is granular enough to
gracefully handle repeats yet not so granular that alignment
is infeasible. This being said, real-time alignment can still
be difficult due to a performer’s expressive timing and an
annotator’s unfamiliarity with a given piece, motivating the
need for assistive tools to aid in creating such alignments.

To this end, we developed the Measure to Sound An-
notator ( MeSA ), an interface in the form of a web ap-
plication that processes sheet music and performances to
pre-populate an initial alignment that a musician can audit
and further refine. MeSA utilizes off-the-shelf measure
detection [12] to specify instrumentation-agnostic measure
bounding boxes in a given score as well as off-the-shelf
beat tracking [13,14] to specify beat timestamps in a given
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Figure 1. Our Measure to Sound Annotator ( MeSA ) helps users create measure-level alignments between sheet music
and performances. Above is a screenshot of MeSA ’s frontend while annotating Joplin’s “Maple Leaf Rag”.

performance. A user is then able to select which beat
begins an identified measure, modify detected bounding
boxes and beat timestamps, and perform semi-automated
alignment of all beats and measures based on sample align-
ments. We demonstrate functionality by using it to create
a small, proof-of-concept dataset.

2 Methods

MeSA consists of two components: a backend server and
frontend interface. The backend server processes scores
and performance files. The frontend interface allows a user
to modify and export a measure-level alignment between a
provided score and performance.

Frontend. MeSA ’s interactive frontend (Fig. 1) runs on
React Typescript [15]. Given a score scan in the form
of a PDF and a performance in the form of an audio file
(e.g. MP3), MeSA produces heuristic measure bound-
ing boxes with the resulting measure images and estimated
beat timestamps. With this information, the user’s task is to
identify which beats are downbeats and, in turn, the mea-
sures in which they occur by recording measure numbers in
corresponding text fields. If necessary, a user can modify
the measure bounding boxes and beat timestamps using in-
put widgets as desired. Once the user is satisfied with their
work, they can use the frontend to export a JSON repre-
sentation of their alignment.

Backend. MeSA ’s backend runs on Python Flask [16]
and handles file operations and metadata related to a user’s
alignment. Most importantly, it specifies bounding boxes
for detected measures in a score as well as timestamps of
detected beats in a performance. It sends this information
to the frontend so that the user can construct the alignment.
It also handles checkpointing logic and aggregating align-
ment information for exporting when requested by the user.

Ideal Workflow. A user creates a new project and up-
loads a score PDF and performance audio file pertaining
to a musical work. There are no repeats or anacruses, and
the performance has a steady, regular tempo. The backend
detects measures and beats perfectly, so the user does not
make any changes to heuristic bounding boxes and beat
timestamps in the frontend. Upon receiving these results,
the user indicates which beats correspond to the first and
second downbeats, and then they use the system to prop-
agate this alignment pattern and automatically label the
rest of the downbeats with their corresponding measures.
Lastly, the user exports the alignment as a JSON file.

Handling Real-World Issues. In practice, heuristic
bounding boxes and timestamps may be inaccurate for a
number of reasons (e.g. low-quality score caused measure
detection issues, expressive timing in performance caused
errors with beat tracking, etc.). The user can modify these
estimates via text input elements until they are satisfied.
Additionally, propagating an alignment pattern will fail if
a piece contains repeats, but one can fix this by indicat-
ing the first and second downbeats of the repeated section
and then propagating again. An anacrusis can similarly
be remedied by propagating based on the second and third
downbeats after mapping the first to the pick-up.

3 Results

We paid 4 musicians 20 dollars an hour for 5 hours to use
MeSA to create alignments. The resulting alignment rate
was approximately one alignment per annotator hour. This
resulted in MeSA-13 , a proof-of-concept aligned dataset
of 13 pieces. We plan to collect a larger dataset, though
more refinement to our tool will be needed to further re-
duce costs.
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